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2014 in brief

During 2014 migration has remained at the very forefront of public debates around the

world. Against the background of ongoing global economic crisis and political instability,

anti-immigrant sentiment has been on the rise, and political divisions in the transatlantic

English-speaking world were indicative of this wider pattern. Moral panic around immi-

gration to the UK first waxed and then waned once the feared floods from newly acceded

EU states failed to materialize, and the scramble for the anti-immigration vote is set to

remain a defining feature of the forthcoming 2015 UK General Election. In the USA, once

the 2014 mid-term elections are out of the way, the Obama Administration looks likely to

impose some immigration reforms by using executive orders to push through the political

gridlock that has prevented Congress from acting earlier. Large sections of both main US

political parties recognize that their political destinies are bound to the youthful demog-

raphy of the country’s Latino population, and feel increasingly uncomfortable about the

plight of undocumented migrant children, who arrived in record numbers this year. Things

have changed remarkably since the Cold War days when immigration was seen as a pillar

of Western economic strength and a vindication of its values: in 2014 the UN reported

Russia as the world’s second largest stock of immigrants, followed by Germany.

Heightened controversy around migration is also increasingly evident in origin countries

and in the wider international community. Outflows of medical professionals to Western

countries continue to raise serious concerns in Sub-Saharan Africa – an issue underlined

by an outbreak of the Ebola virus which has closed down borders in parts of the continent

this year. Meanwhile, Qatar’s poor treatment of migrant labourers in its preparation for

the 2022 World Cup football competition has thrown the wider issue of low-skilled labour

migration to the Gulf under the spotlight once again. South Asian source countries have

been caught between their deep ongoing concerns about unemployment and their fears that

safety valve emigration is leaving low-skilled labour migrants vulnerable to human traffick-

ing. There is gathering momentum to address such issues through international cooper-

ation, with coalitions of states and international organizations ramping up efforts to

mobilize multilateral action by linking migration to the emerging post-2015 international

development agenda. In this respect, the 2014 Global Forum on Migration and

Development in Sweden built on last year’s High Level Dialogue of the United Nations

General Assembly and an array of other multilateral events over the past 18 months.

These international forums are becoming clearing houses for a range of off-the-shelf

migration policy packages offered by think tanks, NGOs and academics. The product of
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choice for destination states is the points-based immigration management model pion-

eered by Commonwealth settler societies, which in 2014 was being discussed as far afield as

China and Kazakshtan as a way of attracting targeted skills while ensuring that low-skilled

labour migrants stay only as long as needed by employers and cannot gain entry through

the asylum system. Meanwhile, for origin states, there is increasing convergence on the

adoption of diaspora engagement institutions to help manage their own competing prio-

rities around emigration. Over half all United Nations Member States now have at least one

such institution. Most multilateral forums have, however, remained troublingly inert on

the migration-related consequences of international issues including environmental

change and the deepening conflicts across Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, North

Africa, and Central Asia – these processes will have profound consequences for human

migration in the coming months and years. The latter in particular is an area where rigor-

ous research is urgent but difficult.

Migration Studies welcomes cutting edge scholarship that provides deep insights

into these and other issues of major contemporary significance concerning migration.

We continue to promote innovative research on the main issues surrounding current

global upheavals, as exemplified in our mid-year Special Issue on ‘Attitudes to

Immigrants in Turbulent Times’, guest edited by Anna Zamora-Kapoor and Monica

Verea (Zamora-Kapoor and Verea, 2014; Billiet et al, 2014; Valdez, 2014;

Pottie-Sherman and Wilkes, 2014; Lahav et al, 2014; Jacobson and Durden, 2014;

D’Ancona, 2014). However, we also emphasise the importance of connecting current

issues to general patterns at play across different geographical areas and temporal eras,

as illustrated by several articles in Issue 1 this year. Both Michael Collyer’s study of external

voting and Lucie Cerna’s exploration of the European Union ‘Blue Card’ work permit

achieve this broader relevance through a cross-country comparative approach (Collyer,

2014; Cerna, 2014). In contrast, Howe, Huskey and Berman’s micro-analysis of migration

in Arctic Alaska speaks across time periods, demonstrating how present-day flows show the

same stepping-stone pattern that was identified by 19th century migration scholar Ernst

Ravenstein (Howe et al, 2014). In 2014 we have also been delighted to publish work that

augments the methodological and conceptual toolkits available to future migration re-

searchers, including in our symposium on ‘Researching Migrants as a Migrant

Researcher’, guest edited by Magdalena Nowicka and Anna Cieslik (Nowicka and

Cieslik, 2014).

In this issue, we gather several pieces into a short symposium on the impacts of irregular

status. Using ethnographic methods, Godziak examines how irregular immigration status

affects the educational and opportunities of children in the USA, concluding that “the kind

of assistance and support Latino students need will not come solely from immigration

reform and policy changes, but rather paradigm shifts in our attitudes toward and pro-

grams for Latino children and their families as well as policies aimed at alleviating poverty

of immigrant families” (Godziak, 2014, pp. 392–414). Meanwhile, Söhn addresses closely

related questions and arrives at broadly similar conclusions through multivariate statistical

analysis of microdata from Germany. She writes, “Though family background including

parental education also plays an important part in explaining intergroup disparities, I can

demonstrate that a favourable legal status and an inclusive reception by the state are

associated with lower educational risks” (Söhn, 2014, pp. 369–391). Borodak and Tichit
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take a slightly different angle, using Moldovan data to examine the implications of irregular

status relates for immigrants’ duration of stay, and concluding that “the total duration

of migration to a foreign country is the same for regular and irregular migrants”, but that

“the duration of each migration episode is statistically longer for irregular migrants. This

means that irregular migrants move less” (Borodak and Tichit, 2014, pp. 415–447).

Rounding out this symposium on the implications of irregular status is Duvell’s review

of several recent books covering “Human smuggling, border deaths and the migration

apparatus” (Duvell, 2014).

In addition to these empirical studies we include two more theoretically driven pieces.

Bakewell argues for a ‘re-launch’ of migration systems theory by bringing it into conversa-

tion with up-to-date developments in social systems theory (Bakewell, 2014, pp. 300–318).

Waldinger takes a similarly broad brushstrokes conceptual approach to the “sociology of

emigrant politics”, arguing that “the processes by which international migrations extend

political ties across states collide with those that progressively bring migrants into the

polities of the states on which they have converged; consequently, over the long term,

the pursuit of emigrant politics turns into immigrant politics, embedding the former

foreigners in the political life of the country where they actually reside” (Waldinger,

2014, pp. 319–339)1 Cheng, Young, Zhang and Owusu strike a balance between the big-

picture thinking found in these two pieces and the fine-grained analysis of the symposium

discussed above; using binomial regression methods to examine various data sources, they

make an ambitious attempt to compare ‘internal’ migration in China and the European

Union (Cheng, Young, Zhang and Owusu, 2014).

Inaugural Migration Studies Article Prize announced

Part of the mission of this journal is to celebrate outstanding research on migration, and

with that in mind we are very pleased to announce the establishment of an annual

‘Migration Studies Prize for Best Article’. The Prize includes £100 worth of books from

Oxford University Press and a year’s free subscription to Migration Studies. The winning

article will be made free to download online in perpetuity, and may be used in promotions

by the publisher. The winner is selected by the Editors and Advisory Board from all articles

published in the journal during the previous calendar year, and is announced towards

the end of the year following the article’s publication. Therefore, in this issue we are

announcing the inaugural winner from articles that appeared in Migration Studies

during the journal’s first year of publication, 2013.

The basis for selection is overall excellence. No specific discipline, theoretical or meth-

odological orientation, or thematic focus is preferred. The judges are asked to bear in

mind the journal’s editorial priorities, the most important of which are our emphasis

on comparative research, methodological innovations and theoretical advances, and our

preference for work that both contributes to a particular discipline and also resonates across

disciplinary boundaries to reach others interested in human migration.

The inaugural winner exemplifies excellence in these terms. One of the judges

commented that the winning article “cuts to a fundamental theoretical question that is

surprisingly under-examined, using rigorous comparison rooted in the author’s own
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discipline, but presenting the findings in a way that speaks beyond disciplinary boundaries

to a much wider audience.” Several judges complimented on the clear data-based contri-

bution of the piece, while remarking on its “insightful yet counter-intuitive” findings and

the accessible style of the writing.

We warmly congratulate the inaugural winner of the 2013 Inaugural Migration Studies

Prize for Best Article: David Bartram, for his piece entitled “Happiness and ‘economic

migration’: A comparison of Eastern European migrants and stayers”, which appeared

in Volume 1, Issue 2 of the journal (Bartram, 2013).

Subscribe to Migration Studies

Finally, we would like to thank everyone who has contributed to Migration Studies over

the past two years, including our readers and board members, and especially our authors

and reviewers. It is thanks in large part to your efforts that the first two years of publication

have been a great success: the journal has established a clear place for itself as a home for

high quality, innovative articles, and this is reflected in the usage our papers receive, which

is continually growing.

After two years of being freely available online, from the start of 2015 Migration Studies

will only be accessible through a subscription. Once again we need your support to ensure

the continued success of the journal. If you feel that your institution would value a sub-

scription to Migration Studies, you can recommend it to your institutional librarian

by filling out the simple online form at the following URL: http://www.oxfordjournals.

org/en/library-recommendation-form.html

Note

1. We are grateful to Jean-Michel Lafleur and Paolo Boccagni for their editorial contribu-

tion to this publication.
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